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Abstract 

Due to the high cost, telephone and cable television companies can only justify 

installing fiber optica }networks to remote sites which serve up to a few hundred 

customers. For customers located at variable distances from the transmitting station, they 

will receive signals at different strengths .. The signal stability and system reliability of 

FTTH network affected largely by the distance. We propose an effective solution for the 

enhancement of signal stability of FTTH network, which uses a semiconductor optical 

amplifier (SOA) coupled with an optical receiver. 

Before the signal reaches the optical receiver at the user end, signal strength is 

automatically adjusted through a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA). Due to the 

special saturation property of SOA, the output optical signal will have very small 

fluctuation regardless the input optical signal power, the signal stability of FTTH network 

will be improved significantly. A set of simplified governing equations of SOA has been 

proposed and the corresponding numerical solver has been implemented. Although the 

main focus is primarily the SOA, a simplified optical receiver is also simulated, which 

comprises a PIN photodetector and a low pass filter (LPF). All simulations have been 

carried out in the time-domain with the frequency domain low pass filter modeled by a 

digital filter. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

The basic idea of FTTH is based on transmitting information from a central 

station to the each individual home by sending light through an optical fiber. On 

account of many advantages over traditional electrical-based communication, FTTH 

communication will keep on being a promising technology as an ultimate solution for 

local broadband access network [1). 

1.1 Motivation 

Depending on the location of the fiber termination point, the fiber access network 

is often referred to as the fiber-to-the-x (FTTx), where x stands for the location of the 

fiber tennination, e.g., H for home, C for curb, B for building, and N for node, etc [2). 

The major difficulties for FTTH technology becoming widely distributed are related 

to the high cost of construction, and low signal stability at optical network terminal 

(ONT) [3). Fiber-to-the-curb (FTTC) and other approaches appeared on the scene to 

resolve the high cost issue by bringing fiber partway to the home, and serve multiple 

customers (thus sharing costs) by connecting to each customer through metallic media 

[ 1]. FTTH networks have primarily been installed in the densely populated areas, 

where they can be used to their full transmission capacity. For suburb areas, FTTH 

networks are more expensive and less effective compared to the copper wires based 

electrical systems. Theoretically, the signal strength is reversely proportional to the 

transmitting distance, and signal stability in the FTTH networks has been largely 

limited by this barrier. In our paper, an effective solution has been proposed to 

overcome low signal stability issue at optical network terminal (ONT) for each 
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subscriber, which makes FTTH network more appealing in term of management 

flexibility and scalability .. 

1.2 Literature Review 

Optical transmitters are the key elements used at communication terminals for 

converting electrical currents into optical signals, which then sent into optical fibers . 

Commonly used optical transmitters are semiconductor devices such as light-emitting 

diodes and laser diodes. Light-emitting diodes use spontaneous emission to generate 

optical signals, and are very inefficient [5]. Only around 1% of generated optical 

power can be coupled into the optical fiber [ 5] . Laser diode uses stimulated emission 

to generate optical signals, and is very efficient. If the laser diode is designed properly 

with optimal operating frequency, more than 90% of the generated optical power can 

be coupled into the fiber [5]. 

Core 

Cladding 

Figure 1-1: A schematic diagram of an optical fiber. 

Optical fiber is the only medium capable of moving data at multigigabit-per

second speeds [1] . It consists of a core, cladding, and a protective outer coating. This 

is shown in the Figure 1-1. In the construction of most fibers, the core and cladding 

2 
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are made of high-quality silicon glasses or plastics [ 4]. Two classifications of optical 

fibers are the multi-mode fiber and single-mode fiber both used in the field of 

communications. On account of lower attenuation and interference compared to the 

electrical transmissions, optical fiber has many advantages in long-distance and high

capacity applications. The detailed discussion of optical fiber will be given in Chapter 

5. 

Input Optical Signal Ou ut Optical Signal 

Figure 1-2: A schematic diagram of optical repeater. 

Optical fiber is not the only component in the FTTH network; other devices are 

also involved in the system's operation. During the early development of fiber-optic 

communication system, the limited transmission distance due to attenuation and 

distortion of the fiber was the initial hurdle that had to be overcome. The solution thus 

far has been to use optoelectronic repeaters or an optical amplifier. During the 

transmission in the fiber, repeaters (amplifiers) will be placed at certain intervals, to 

prevent the degradation due to range of a signal's strength [4]. This is shown in Figure 

1-2. The optoelectronic repeaters do not only simply repeat the signal, but also act as 

a transmitter. During the repeating process, the optical signal switches back to the 

electrical domain first, is amplified, and then is sent out again [6]. An alternative 

approach is to use optical amplifiers. In an optical amplifier, the signals are amplified 

directly without switching back to the electrical domain [6]. Due to the lower cost and 

3 
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inherently being less complex, amplifiers have largely replaced repeaters in new fiber

optic communication systems. 

When the optical signal reaches the user end of the system, a semiconductor

based photodetector converts the optical signal back into an electrical current through 

the photoelectric effect [7]. In our paper, the PIN photodetector has been chosen for 

this purpose. After the signal gets converted to electronic domain, it has to pass 

through a low pass filter which rids it of high frequency noise. Additional signal 

processing, such as clock recovery by a phase-locked loop may also be applied [5]. 

In our paper, we proposed a simplified version of saturable optical receiver (SOR) 

for the end user's premise, which includes a saturable semiconductor optical amplifier 

(SOA), a PIN photodetector, and a low pass filter (LPF). We also assumed that the 

optical fiber is ideal, so that a lossless transmission medium for the optical signal can 

be assumed 

1.3 Thesis Organization 

We first developed the necessary background theory in Chapter 1. The 

performance of the SOAs has been investigated systematically through extensive 

numerical simulation based on the comprehensive broad-band time-domain traveling 

wave model in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents detailed model analysis, and simulations 

for the PIN photodetector. Detailed DSP realization method of LPF is presented in 

Chapter 4. Detailed saturable optical receiver (SOR) modeling method and related 

simulations are presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes this work, and provides 

information on intended future work related to this topic. 

4 
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1.4 Contribution 

We proposed an effective solution for the enhancement of signal stability of 

FTTH network, which uses a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) coupled with an 

optical receiver. A set of simplified governing equations of SOA has been proposed 

and the corresponding numerical solver has been implemented. 

5 
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Chapter 2 Modeling of Semiconductor Optical Amplifier 

The large expansion of the telecommunication market requires more organized 

and flexible evolution of the network infrastructures. The realization of a new 

generation of optical networks able to manage high-speed data flows is therefore 

needed [9], [10]. Optical amplifiers provide a possible solution for high-speed optical 

networks [27]. The purpose of our study is to find the SOA gain dependence on 

various device parameters. As such we can design a SOA structure with a highly 

saturated gain to serve for our purpose. 

2.1 Review of Semiconductor Optical Amplifier 

Optical amplifiers can be divided into two classes: optical fiber amplifiers (OF A) 

and semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) [12]. The former has tended to dominate 

conventional system applications such as in-line amplification used to compensate for 

fiber losses; however, due to advances in optical semiconductor fabrication 

techniques and device design, the SOA is showing great promise for use in evolving 

optical communication networks [12]. In now days, semiconductor optical amplifiers 

(SOAs) are one of the most important active components for fiber-optic 

communication systems and a range of other applications [13]. As optoelectronic 

integrated circuit technology advances and manufacturing casts fall, the use of SOAs 

as basic amplifiers and as components in functional subsystems will be greatly 

expanded [ 12]. 

6 
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Active 

region 

Signal 

McMaster- Electrical and Computer Engineering 

Current 

Input facet 

Output 

Signal and 

noise 

Output 

facet 

Figure 2-1: Schematic view of a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA). 

The structure of SOA is almost identical to that of the semiconductor laser except 

for a special designed cavity with polarization-independent gain and antireflection 

(AR) coated endfaces [11] . The active region in the device in1parts gain, via 

stimulated emission, to an input sigrial [ 12]. The output signal is accompanied by 

noise. Tllis additive noise is produced by the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) 

process [12]. The SOA is driven by an injection current, and the gain of SOA is 

influenced by the input signal power and internal noise generated by the 

amplification process [ 12]. As the power of output optical signal increases, the gain 

decreases . The saturation will occur if the output optical signal power is too high. This 

is shown in the Figure 2-2. 

7 
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-... 1 
• •• a a a a a •• a a a a a •• • a a I • 3 dB 

Output signal power ( dBm) 

Figure 2-2: Typical SOA gain versus output signal power. 

As a stand-alone device, SOA can be used as the replacement of erbium-doped 

fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) for linear amplifications [20]. The principal applications of 

SOAs in optical communication systems can be classified into three areas: (a) post-

amplifier or booster amplifier to increase transmitter laser power, (b) in-line amplifier 

to compensate for fiber and other transmission losses in medium and long-haul links 

and (c) preamplifier to improve receiver sensitivity [12]. SOA can also be utilized as 

the optical components for nonlinear applications such as wavelength conversion and 

optical switch [ 14). In our paper, we treated SO As linearly as receiver pre-amplifiers. 

Booster 
amplifier\ 

~~:~ated~ 
TflUI!mlitrer 

In-line amplifiers Pteamplifier 

0 /(f 0 ~~~tion .... 

Fibre ~ ~ and demodulation I 

Figure 2-3: Application of SO As as booster amplifier, in-line amplifiers and 
preamplifier in an optical transmission link. 

8 
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The main advantages of SOA are low cost and photonic integration with most 

optoelectronic components and large amplification bandwidth. The bandwidth if 

InGaAsP based SOAs extends from 1200nm to 1650nm. The amplification bandwidth 

of SOAs is quite large, compared to only a 40nm amplification bandwidth from 

regular EDFAs [8]. The problem with an SOAs is the short lifetime of its electron 

carriers, about several hundreds of pico-seconds [ 11]. This short lifetime causes 

several nonlinear effects in SOA applications: cross gain modulation (XGM), cross 

phase modulation (XPM) and four-wave mixing (FWM) which will cause 

interchannel cross-talk and intersymbol interference (lSI) [ 11]. A strong signal at one 

wavelength will modulate the gain for another wavelength, because the short lifetime 

of carriers makes the gain response fast [11]. Some techniques have been developed 

to minimize the lSI in WDM systems [15]. 

2.2 Modeling of Semiconductor Optical Amplifier 

The theoretical foundation for semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA) 

modeling was established in 1980s [16], [17]. Since then major progress on 

semiconductor optical amplifier modeling focuses on the material gain coefficient, 

spontaneous emission rate and the fraction of spontaneous emissions coupled into the 

guided waves in an amplifier [ 11]. Some numerical simulations using the Finite 

Difference Method (FDM) have been studied intensively to solve carrier rate equation 

and traveling wave equations [11]. In parallel, some simplified analytical models have 

been developed with approximations on carrier density, material gain coefficients and 

spontaneous emissions [ 11]. In the following sections, theoretical models for SO As 

are described, and a simplified numerical model is developed as well. 

9 
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2.2.1 Introduction 

We first begin with theoretical models for SOAs. Although an SOA is similar to a 

semiconductor laser, its mathematical models are different. Semiconductor lasers are 

generally analyzed using a set of rate equations governing photon and electron 

densities temporal variations in the laser cavity. Since high reflectivity mirrors are 

employed in the laser cavity, the photon and electron densities can be considered as 

constants throughout the laser cavity. However, this is not true for the modeling of 

SOA. In an SOA, the photon and electron densities strongly vary throughout the SOA 

cavity. These variations are strongly dependent on optical input power and a drive 

current. As a result, the photon and electron densities inside an SOA need to be 

modeled as both time and space dependent variables. Moreover, the photon density is 

described by a traveling wave equation [ 16]. 

There are several parameters are critical to the theoretical models of SOAs. The 

material gain coefficient model, waveguide internal loss, the electron carrier lifetime 

of spontaneous emissions and the fraction of total spontaneous emissions coupled into 

the signal and further amplified by an SOA. 

The material gain coefficient determines the amplification capability of an optical 

amplifier. It depends on the density of electron carriers, amplification wavelengths. 

The waveguide internal loss includes two components: carrier independent loss and 

carrier-dependent absorption loss. The former is the intrinsic material loss, and latter 

results from intervalence band absorption. Both material gain and internal loss change 

the overall gain of an SOA. The carrier lifetime is determined by the recombination 

rateR, with R=AN(z,t)+BN2(z,t)+CN3(z,t), the first two terms represent non

radiative recombination and spontaneous emission; the last term represents Auger 

10 
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recombination. These coefficients are difficult to be detennined to a high degree of 

accuracy. In general, this recombination rate is assumed to be linearly proportional to 

the carrier density, with R=Nlt. The 't is the carrier lifetime of spontaneous emissions. 

This spontaneous carrier lifetime depends on optical power inside an SOA, and is 

affected by the stimulated emission [18]. 

In addition to an amplifier gain, the saturation power of an optical amplifier is an 

important parameter to evaluate perfonnances of amplifiers. In the saturation state, 

the carrier density of electrons fails to provide enough electrons required by large 

input signal which causes carrier depletions. The saturation state of an amplifier is 

defined when a single pass gain of amplifier is a 3dB below the small signal gain. 

Large saturation power is preferred when an SOA is applied to linear amplification. 

The confinement factor determines how much amplified power is restrained 

within the active region of the amplifier. An SOA with nonzero facets reflective can 

amplify backward signals and spontaneous emission. In general, this reflectivity of 

faces needs to be less than 10-5 [19]. Several analytical models have been reported, 

all these models use the gain model with polynomial approximations. Moreover, both 

cani.er densities, internal loss are constants throughout an SOA cavity. These 

sin1plifications reduce these traveling wave equations for amplifiers to simple forms. 

As a result, analytical solutions for these simplified equations are obtainable. Without 

these simplifications and approximations, the system equations for an SOA have no 

analytical solution [ 11]. 

11 
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2.2.2 Numerical Model 

Numerical modeling is particularly powerful for performance simulation and 

design optimization of SOAs with complex configurations or operating under 

stringent conditions [20]. There have been numerous broadband models established in 

the literature, among which the fully physics-based model [21] deals with the 

Maxwell-Bloch and carrier transport equations in a self-consistent manner [20]. 

However, it is computationally expensive, since the interactions among the optical 

field, the polarization, and the carrier are all treated microscopically [20]. 

In order to solve the SOA equation numerically, the SOA is divided into 30 

sections as shown in Figure 2-4, we extracted a simplified 2D (longitudinal and 

vertical) model for an integrated SOA. With initial conditions, the carrier rate 

equation and traveling wave equations for signal and spontaneous emission are 

applied to each of these sections. This broadband time-domain model is established 

by combining the traveling wave with the wavelength slicing technique [14]. The 

spontaneous emission noise is modeled by a Gaussian distributed random source. 

Since the full-wave equations are used, the amplified spontaneous emission noise is 

coupled to the lasing mode and signal channels [20]. Therefore, our model considers 

the interaction among the carrier, the multichannel optical signal fields, and the 

spontaneous emission noise generated during the operations of such devices in a self

consistent manner [20]. 

12 
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y 

Cmnnt lnjt>ction 

Input Power = > 1 2 n-1 n =>Output Power 
(Sigmll +noise) 

z 

Figure 2-4: Schematic view of the device structure discretised in space insubsections 
of equal length. 

Before we are going into detailed numerical modeling of SOA, the following 

assumptions have been made in order to simplify our discussion. 

A Only forward optical wave propagates along the SOA 
B Wave with discrete frequencies has slow-varying envelop 
c Single transverse model is guided along the device. 
D Single operating frequency 
E P type layers on top & N type on the bottom 
F Waveguide structure is uniform along the propagate direction 
G Material takes no time to response the envelop varying of the 

optical wave 
H Wave is confined in y direction, and only the spatial dependence along the 

optical wave propagation z in the device is taken into consideration. 
I In the quantum well region, both non-radiative & spontaneous emission 

recombination takes place among both classical & non-classical carriers, where 
the stimulated emission recombination only take places among the non-
classical carriers. 

Table 1: The assumptions for the numerical modeling of SOA. 

In a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA), both photon and electron densities 

vary temporally and spatially [11]. Since we assume power reflectivity at both facets 

(left and right) equal to zero, optical wave will only propagate in the forward direction. 

13 
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As the forward optical wave propagates along SOA in the +z direction, according to 

the slow-varying envelope approximation (SVEA), the following traveling-wave 

equation for the wavelength A,k is obtained: [13] 

the last term s(z,t,A.k) is the noise during the wave propagation, and can be modeled 

as following: [13] 

(2) 

I did not use (2) for the calculation of the driving noise s(z,t,A.k) [VIm], since the 

tem1 Jsp can't easily be evaluated. We can take a small step d= [ m] along the wave 

propagation direction to integrate ( 1) at the steady state, we can get 

(3) 

multiplying (3) by its complex conjugate and factor n~tf ~ s0 I f.Jo I 2 [ 1 In ] on both 

side (3), we obtain: 

(4) 

where the cross tenns all disappear as the noise tenn has a random phase and their 

averaged contribution after the integration gives zero. The second term on the RHS 
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of (4) indicating the spontaneous noise power contribution in the local section d,, 

and it's can be evaluated as: [13] 

(5) 

the amplitude square of the noise contribution is: 

(6) 

and the autocorrelation of the noise function, which is modeled by a Gaussian random 

process, turns out to be: [13] 

(7) 

so s(z,t) = .JP eFP and rp is the phase of noise modeled by a random process 

with uniform distribution over [0,2tr ]. We can further simplify (7), and get it into the 

following fonn: 

Equation (8) can be evaluated by a Gaussian distributed or by a Poisson-

distributed random number generator [22] satisfying the condition [23], [24]. The 
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function t5 ( ) denotes the Dirac function. It would be more reasonable to take the 

occurrence of spontaneous events as a Poisson process, since such an assumption has 

a more sound and well-accepted theoretical foundation as discussed in [25]. On the 

theoretical basis, the law of large number and the central limit theorem state that the 

Poisson process can be approximated well by the uncorrelated Gaussian process [26]. 

The propagation constant for the wavelength ..tk in the right hand side of ( 1) is: 

Input signal field at the left facet of SOA is given as: 

er (Z = O,t = 0,.-tk) = a;,P;,(t) 

hvkwdvg 

The output power of the k1~z channel from the right facet of SOA can be 

expressed as: 

Affected by the random noise generator, the complex field calculated through the 

above governing equations must fluctuate in time; therefore, the output power can 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

only be obtained by taking average over a time period after the stead state is reached 

[13]. 

The center wavelength at the k,11 channel is: 

(12) 

k = l,2,3, ... ,Nd 
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All the optical wave and power equations at different wavelength segments are 

coupled through the "carrier-sharing" mechanism, governed by the following carrier 

rate equation: 

oJV(z,t) I z ----'--'--'- = 17-- -[A+ BJV(z, t) + CJV (z, t)]JV(z,t)- Rstim(z,t) ot qdwL 
(13) 

The stimulated emission rate of the propagation wave is given by: 

Nd 2 

Rs1;,(z,t) = _Lrvgg(z,t,A.k)lef (z,t,A.k)l (14) 
k=l 

In (14), the direct interference between the fields of different wavelengths is 

ignored. Consequently, nonlinear phenomena such as the wave mixing and the mode 

locking cannot be treated by this model [ 13]. 

The spontaneous emission rate of the propagation wave is given by: 

(15) 

The material gain of SOA at the k th channel is calculated based on the following 

polynomial approximation: 

(16) 

The model parameters used for the simulation are summarized in the Table.2, 

which are typical for such a device with the material system chosen. Wavelength 
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dependence of the spontaneous coupling coefficient is ignored for the sake of 

simplicity [13]. 

Variable Physical meaning Type Dimension Value 
Slow-varying envelop at Unknown 11em 3r.. 

f e (z, t, A,k) the K," channel variable 

N(z,t) Carrier density Unknown 11em 3 

variable 

g(z,t,Ak) Material gain Intermediate 11em 
variable 

Rsp(z,t,Ak) Spontaneous emission Intermediate 11 s -em 3 

rate variable 

R stin,(z, f) Stimulated emission rate Intermediate 1/ s -em j 

variable 

Locally generated Intermediate 11 em 512 

s(z, t, A,k) spontaneous emission variable 
noise source 

vk Frequency corresponding Intermediate Hz 
to wavelength A,k variable 

vk=e!A-k 

P;ll (t) Input power at the k,h Input w lx10-6 

wavelength channel variable 

v Group velocity: Constant em/ s 0.8 x 1010 em/ s g 

v = eln g g 

A~ff Effective active area: Constant em - 1 x 1 o-s 
A~ff = wd If 

Nd Number of subsections Constant dimensionless 50 
introduced by spectrum 
slicing 

N,,. Transparent earner Constant 1/em 3 
1 X 1018 

density 

nsp Population-inversion Constant dimensionless 1.7 
factor 

r Confinement factor Constant dimensionless 0.3 
am Linewidth enhancement Constant dimensionless -4 

factor 

as Modal loss Constant 11em 20 
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r Spontaneous emission Constant dimensionless 0.0001 
coupling coefficient 

R, Power reflectivity at the Constant dimensionless 0 
left (input) facet 

Rr Power reflectivity at the Constant dimensionless 0 
right (output) facet 

a in Input coupling loss from Constant dimensionless 0.5 
the fiber to the device 
waveguide 

a out Output coupling loss Constant dimensionless 0.5 
from the device 
waveguide to the fiber 

w Active layer width Constant em 1.5xl0-4 
d Active layer thickness Constant em 0.2 X 10-4 

L Device length Constant em 0.06 
lJ Current injection Constant dimensionless 1 

efficient 

n~ff Effective refractive index Constant dimensionless 3.2 

ng Group refractive index Constant dimensionless 3.7 

q Unit electron charge Constant e 1.6x10-19 

e Speed of light Constant em/ s 3 X 1010 

A SRH recombination Constant lis 2.8xl08 

coefficient 

B Spontaneous emission Constant em3 Is 1x10-10 

and bimolecular 
recombination coefficient 

c Auger recombination Constant em6 Is 3.5xl0-29 

coefficient 
h Plank's constant Constant J-s 6.6x10-34 

/Lp Peak gain wavelength Constant em 1.55x10-4 

/Lw Parabolic-shaped gain Constant em 5xl0-6 

profile width 

a Differential gain Constant ? 4 X 10-16 em-

!:£ The width for spatial Constant em 2 X 10-3 

discretization 
n Number of subsections Constant 30 

f:.t The time domain Constant s 2.5xl0-13 

marchil!g steQ 
I The Bias injection Constant A 1 x w-3 

current of SOA 

Table 2: Summary of SOA parameters. 
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In the following section, a numerical solver based on the finite difference method 

(FDM) is first developed. The numerical solution to a traveling wave amplifier i.e., 

with R1 = Rr =0 is considered. 

2.3 Implementation 

Based on the numerical model described in 2.2.2, we proposed a numerical solver 

in order to implement these governing equations extracted from a 2D (longitudinal 

and vertical) model for an integrated SOA. 

Step. 1 

At initial input condition (Assume z = 0 t = 0 ): 

8N(z,t) = 
0 

8t 

solve the cubic equation (13) respect to N(z,t), we can 

get the initial value for N(z = O,t = 0), given I is the 

bias current of SOA. 

After substitute initial condition into (13), it is simplified to the following form: 

I 
0 = q---[A + B•N(O,O) + C•N2 (0,0)]N(O,O) 

qdwL 

Since all the other parameters are known, we can solve for N(z = O,t = 0). 

20 
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Step. 2 

After substitute the initial value: 

N(z=O,t=O) 

into gain's equation (16), we can get 

the initial value for the gain: 

After we substitute N(O,O) into (16), it is simplified to the following form 

(18) 

Since all the other parameters are known, we can solve for g( z = 0, t = 0, A.k) 

Step.3 

By using the input condition from equation (10) 

and gain's initial value g(z = 0, t = 0, A,k) from 

Step. 2, we can get initial value of Rstim from 

equation (14). 
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1 1 a. P, d · d The input wave is derived from e (0,0, /l,k) = m m , an g(O,O, Ak) IS alrea y 
hvk wdvg 

know from Step. 2. We can substitute them into (14), and get the following equation: 

~ . 
Rstim(O,O) = 2/vgg(O,O,A.k)le1 (0, O,A.k),. (19) 

k=1 

Since all the parameters are know, Rstim (z = 0, t = 0) can be solved. 

Step 4 

Substitute initial value of Rstim (z = 0, t = 0) into 

equation (15), we get initial value of 

After we substitute Rstim (0, 0) into equation (15) , we can get 

(20) 

Since all the other parameters are known, the Rsp (z = 0, t = 0) can be solved. 
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Step.5 

Substitute initial value of R s/z = 0, t = O,A,k) into 

equation (8). By using the Gaussian distributed 

random number generator, we can get initial value 

Note: the s(z = O,t = O,A-k) at this stage is still 

zero, since the input light is still at the right surface 

of the cavity, and have not enter the device yet 

After we substitute Rsp (0, 0, A,k) into equation (8), we can get the following equation: 

This equation represents the noise during the wave propagation, and can be modeled 

by a Gaussian distributed random number generator with average equals to zero, and 

variance equals to 
Rs (z,t,A,k) r P • Even though we can get a non-zero output for 

d=vg 

s(z = 0, t = 0, A,k) at this stage, this number suppose to be zero in theory, because the 

light at ( z = 0, t = 0) has not enter the SOA yet. In other words, there should not be 

any generated noise at this point, i.e. s(z = O,t = O,A-k) =0. 
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Step. 6 

Substitute initial values of s(z = O,t = O,A.k), which 

is zero at this stage, and g( z = 0, t = 0, A.k) into 

equation (1). By using the e1 (z =O,t = O,A.k) 

from equation (1 0) as initial condition, we can 

update the optical wave from e1 (z = O,t = O,A.k) to 

el (z = /);z,t = ~t,A.k) by using following form of 

finite difference approximation 

Since the solutions for s (0,0, A.k), g(O,O, Ak), and e.r (0,0, Ak) are known, we can 

substitute them into equation (1) and solve it through following procedures: 

According to the finite difference method, equation (1) can be rearranged as the 

following: 

1 a !( 1 ) - el(z,t+~t,A.k)-el(z,t,A.k) -- e z, t, /l,k - --'------"'-'-----'---....::....:.._ 
v at v ~t g g 
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---- ---' 

Which are equivalent to the following equation format: 

ef (z,t + L1t,A.k) -ef (z,t,A.k) + ef (z,t,A.k) -ef (z -L1z,t,A.k) 

vgl1t L1z 

=Ae1 (z,t,A.k) + s(z,t,A.k) (22) 

According to Figure.2-4, we have vertically divided SOA into n segments, and the 

width for each segment is L1z . The time taking the wave propagates through each 

segment is M . The total displacement for the wave to propagate is z , and the 

corresponding time is t. Based on the relations between time and displacement, the 

following equations could be applied 

z = nl1z 

t = kl1t 
n =0,1 ,2, ... ,30. 
k=O,l,2, ... ,30. (23) 

Since z and t change spontaneously, we can replace them with n and k respectively. 
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e1 (n, k + 1, ILk)- e1 (n, k, ILk)+ e1 (n, k, ILk)- e1 (n -1, k, ILk) 

V/'1t !:Yz 

=Ae1 (n,k,ILk)+s(n,k,ILk) (24) 

V/1t 
-=m (25) 
t;Z 

Note that m is a constant number and mE [0,1] 

We can transform the above equation again to the following format: 

e1 (n + l,k + l,IL~.-) -e1 (n + l,k,ILk) e1 (n + l,k,ILk) -e1 (n,k,ILk) ------"---------'-- + --'-----'---"-'----'-----"'-'-
~M !:Yz 

=Aef (n,k,ILk) + s(n,k,IL~.-) 

-
1
-[ef (n + l,k +I, ILk)- ef (n + l,k,ILk) + m e1 (n + l,k,ILk)- me1 (n,k,ILk)] 

m& 
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(29) 

Since n and k share the same common values and change spontaneously, we can 

use k 's value to replace n, and modify the above equation to the following format: 

e1 (n = k + 1, k + 1, Ak) 

when k equals to zero, the above equation becomes: 

ef (n + 1, 1, A,k) 

= (1- m)ef (n + 1, 0, ..tk) + m (l+AAz) ef (n, 0, ..tk) + m& s(n, 0, ..tk) (31) 

Note that e1 (n, 0, A,k) =0 for n -::1= 0, because there is no input at nth segment at time 

equals to zero or initial time. As the value for n increases from 0 to 29, the above 

equation becomes: 
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ef (1,1,/Lk) 

=(1- m)el (1, 0,/Lk) + m (l+A&- )e1 (0, 0,/Lk)+m&- s(O,O,/Lk) 

= m (1 +A&-) ef (0, 0,/Lk) 

ef(2,1,/Lk) 

=(l-m)ef (2,0,/Lk) + m (1 +A&)er (l,O,/Lk)+m& s(I,O,/Lk) 

=m&- s(l,O,/Lk) 

e1 (30,1,/Lk) 

=(1-m)ef (30,0,/Lk) + m (1 +A&)er (29,0,/Lk) +m& s(29,0,/Lk) 

=m& s(29,0,/Lk) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

From the above equations, ef (n + 1,1,/Lk) n =0,1,2, ... ,29. are known paremeters. 

when k = 1, repeat the above procedures again, and we can get the following 

equations: 

ef (1, 2, ILk) 

=(1- m)er (1,1,/Lk) + m (I+ A&-) ef (0,1,/Lk)+ m&- s(0,1,/Lk) 

ef (2,2,/Lk) 

=(1- m)er (2,1,/Lk) + m (1 +A & ) ef (1, 1,/Lk)+ m& s(1,1,/Lk) 

ef (30, 2, ILk) 

=(1- m)ef (30,1,/Lk) + m (1 +A&) ef (29,1,/Lk) + m&- s(29,1,/Lk) (35) 
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2. The values for e1 ( n + 1, n, A,k) n =0, 1 ,2, ... ,29 had already known from 

previous repetitions. 

We have to repeat above procedure, i.e. k=2,3, .... 29 until get the value for 

ef (30&,30~t,A.k), which will be the output wave envelop of SOA 

Step. 7 

Substitute the updated value e1 (z = &,t = ~t,A.k) 

into equation (14 ), we can get the updated value 

Note: we still use previous calculated gain's 

value g( z = 0, t = 0, A,k) during this calculation. 

After we had the value for ef (&,~t,A.k) from Step.6, substitute it into equation (14) 

We can get the following equation: 

Nd o 

Rstim(&,~t) = l)'vgg(O,O,A.k)lef (&,~t,A.k)l-
k=! 

(36) 

the updated value for Rstim(&,M) can be solved. Note that at this step, we used 

g(O, 0, A,k) for the calculation. This is a close approximation, because we only can 

update gain's value after this step. 
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Step.8 

Repeat Step.!. But the value of Rstim has been 

updated from Step 7. Since the light has reached the 

2nd segment by this time, LHS of equation (13) 

aN(z t) 
_..;___,-'- does not equal to zero anymore. The 

at 

equation (13) can be solved by the following form 

of finite difference approximation. 

Since the light has already reached the 2nd segment, the value for aN(z,t) no long 
at 

equals to zero. The equation (13) becomes the following format: 

aN(z,t) = r;-1--[A +BN(O,O) +CN2(0,0)]N(O,O)-Rstim(&,b.t) (37) 
at qdwL 

Note that the value for Rstim(&,M) has already obtained from Step.6. We can apply 

finite difference method to this equation, and get to the following format: 

N(&,M,2k)-N(0,0,2k) 

b.t 
I , 

= r;---[A + BN(0,0,2k)+CN~(0,0,2k)]N(0,0,2k) -Rstim(&,b.t) (38) 
qdwL 

Note that N(&,b.t,A-k) is the carrier density in the 2nd segment ofSOA. 
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N(&,l:!.t,A.k) 

I 2 = M[17-- -[A+ BN(O,O,A.k) + CN (O,O,A.k)]N(O,O,A.k)- Rstim(&, l:!.t)]+ N(O,O,A.k) 
qdwL ' · 

(39) 

Since all the other parameters in this equation are known, we can solve for updated 

value of carrier density N(&, !:lt, A.k) through finite difference method 

Step.9 

Repeat Step.2. Substitute the updated value 

from equation ( 13) into equation ( 16), we can get 

the updated gain value: 

for the 2nd segment. 

After substitute N(&,!:lt,A.k) into equation (16), we can get the following equation: 

_ _ A.k -A.P z 
g(&,l:!.t,A.k) = a(N(&,M,A.1) -N1,.)[1-( A. ) ] 

" 

(40) 

The updated value g( z = & , t = l:!.t, A.k) for the 2nd segment can be obtained based on 

the above equation. 
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Step.10 

McMaster- Electrical and Computer Engineering 

Repeat Step.4. Substitute updated value 

Rsttm ( z = tlz, t = At, A,k ) 

into equation (14), we get updated value 

Rsp (z = tlz,t = M,..1k). 

After R
511

,(tlz,At,A,k) is obtained in Step.9, the updated value R511,.(z = !lz,t = M,A,k) 

can be obtained as well. 

Step. 11 

Repeat Step.5 Substitute updated value 

Rsp (z = !lz,t =At, A,k) into equation (8). By using 

the Gaussian distributed random number Generator, 

we can get updated value s(z = tlz,t = At,Ak). 

Note: the value s(z = &,t = At,A,k), from this 

stage on, will no longer equal to zero anymore 

since the light has enter the cavity 
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After we get the updated value for Rsp(Llz,f..t,A-k), we put it into equation (8) 

, , Rsp(Llz,M,Jvk) , , 
<s(Llz,t..t,A-k) s*(Llz ,11t ,A-k.)>=r d v o(t-t )o(z-z )o(A-k -A-k.) (42) 

= g 

this equation represents the noise during the wave propagation, and can be modeled 

by a Gaussian distributed random number generator with average equals to zero, and 

variance equals to 
Rsp (z,t,Jvk) . . . 

y . We used a Gaussian d1stnbuted random 
d=vg 

number generator to model this equation, and the updated value s(Llz,f..t,A-k) can be 

obtained. Since the wave has already entered the SOA, the value for s(Llz,f..t,Jvk) 

should be no longer equals to zero anymore. 

Step. 12 

Repeat Step.6. Substitute updated values of 

equation (1 ). By using updated value 

ef (z = fu,t = f..t,A-k) from Step.6 as initial 

condition, we can update the optical wave from the 

1st segment ef (z = fu,t = f..t, Ak) to the 2nd 

segment er ( z = 2Llz, t = 2f..t, Ak) by the these 

procedures described after Step.6. 
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The updated values for s(&',Llt,A.k) and g(&',M,A.k) can be put back into 

equation (1). Since we already had the value of e1 (&,.M,A,k), it can be used as an 

initial condition to solve this equation. 

e1 (2, 2, A,k) 

=(l-m)e'(2,l,A.k)+ m(l+A&)e'(l,l,A-k)+m& s(l,l,A.k) (43) 

All the parameters in this equation have already been calculated from previous steps, 

the value for e1 (2&,2L1t,A.k) can be obtained easily. 

Step. 13 

Repeat from Step 7 to Step 12. When the optic wave reaches 

Output end, we get ef (z = L, t = ..!:_, A,k) , which equivalent to 
vg 

ef (z = 30&-,t = 30L1t,A.k). 

Substitute ef (z = 30&-,t = 30Llt,A.k) into equation (11), the 

output power will be eventually calculated. 

*the end of numerical solver* 

After the wave propagates through the SOA, we can get the output envelope value 

ef (30Ll2,30Llt, A,k) by repeating from Step. 7 to Step.12. Substitute this value 

into equation ( 11) 
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(44) 

The final output power from SOA will be obtained. 

2.4 Simulation of Gain Dependence on Device Parameters 

As the cavity length equals to 0.08cm, the gain vs input power curve is generated 

as following (vertical axis for gain in dB unit, horizontal axis for input power in dBm 

Unit): 
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Figure 2-5: The graph for gain vs. input power, when the cavity length equals to 
0.08cm. 

In order to show the effectiveness of SOA's gain property, we simulated two 

cases for the SOA. In the first case, we used randomly generated return-to-zero 
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rectangular wavefom1. The incident power is 3.163 mW, which approximately 

conespond to 5 dBm in the horizontal axis of Figure 2-5. The data rate is 1 Gbit/s, 

and the total time duration for the wavefonn is 127 ns. This is shown in Figure 2-6. 

After the amplification of SOA, the output waveform is shown is Figure 2-7, and it 

approximately equals to 11 mW. 
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Figure 2-6: The schematic view of retum-to-zero input waveform at incident power 
equals to 3 .163 m W. 
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12 
Output of SOA 
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Figure 2-7: The schematic view of return-to-zero output waveform at incident power 
equals to 3.163 mW. 

In the second case, we also used randomly generated retum-to-zero rectangular 

wavefonn. The incident power is 0.3163 m W, which approximately correspond to -5 

dBm in the horizontal axis of Figure 2-5. The data rate is 1 Gbit/s, and the total time 

duration for the waveform is 127 ns. This is shown in Figure 2-8. After the 

amplification of SOA, the output waveform is shown is Figure 2-9, and it 

approximately equals to 13 m W. 
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Figure 2-8: The schematic view of return-to-zero input waveform at incident power 
equals to 0.3163 mW. 
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Figure 2-9: The schematic view of return-to-zero output waveform at incident power 
equals to 0.3163 mW. 

2.4.1 Gain Dependence on Cavity Length 

The special gain properties of SOA have always been the main focus, and it can 

be adjusted by changing several parameters. One interesting effect is the relationship 

between SOA's gain and its cavity length L . Theoretically, as the cavity length 

reduces/increases, the forward propagate wave (photons) gets amplified through a 

shorter/longer distance, although the gain per unit length increases/decreases, the total 

gain still decreases/increases, However, tllis is may not be the case in reality. During 

the simulation, we noticed that as the cavity length reduces/increases~ the total gain 
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increases/reduces which is contrary to the theoretical results. Through our careful 

analysis, the detailed explanation and graphical illustrations are given below. 

Based on our careful study and comparison with other papers, the SOA's gain 

and its cavity length should approximately satisfy the following relation: 

. s 
~ 

• 

L crucial 

Cavity Length L (em) 

Figure 2-10: The graphical relation between SOA's gain and its cavity length. 

As shown in the Figure 2-10, there are two regions separated by the crucial 

cavity length Lcruciat . On the left side of Lcruciat , the SOA's gain is positively 

proportional to its cavity length. However, on the right side of Lcn,cial, the SO A's gain 

is reversibly proportional to its cavity length. Due to the parameters of SOA we have 

used during simulation, our results consist with the graph located at right side of 

Lcruciat (shaded region). 
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As shown in the Figure 2-11, when the cavity length reduces from 0.08cm to 

0.07cm, the curves in Figure 2-11 shift up dramatically, and the initial gain (G) 

increases from 24 dB to 40 dB approximately. 

t ---+-------1 

' I I 

-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 
Input power (dBm) 

Figure 2-11: The graphs for gain vs. input power, from the bottom curve to the top, 
the cavity length equals to 0.08cm, 0.075cm, and 0.07cm respectively. 

As shown in the Figure 2-12, when the cavity length increases from 0.08cm to 

0.085cm, the curves shift down dramatically, and the initial gain decreases from 24 

dB to 10 dB approximately. 
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-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 
Input power (dBm) 

Figure 2-12: The graphs for gain vs. input power, from the bottom curve to the top, 
the cavity length equals to 0.085cm, 0.083cm, and 0.08cm respectively. 

We can also explain this phenomenon from the mathematical approach based on 

(13) and (16). At the initial state, the carrier density N can be approximately equaled 

to: 

and the total gain is equal to: 

I 
Ninitial = -d'L qw. 

where G0 is a constant, r is the confinement factor, L is the cavity length, and g 
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is equal to equation (16): 

substitute (16) and (45) into equation (46): 

I 4.t-).P ' 
ra(--N,. )[!-(-~)'] L 

G. . . = G e qwdL A. 
mlltal 0 (47) 

For instance, if we reduce SOA's cavity length by half, the initial carrier density is 

doubled: 

21 
Ninitial = qwdL 

and the total gain becomes: 

L 

G G 
rginitialJ 

initial = oe -

We can substitute (16) into ( 49), and get to following: 

A -A L 
ra(N{z.t)-N •. )[l-(...!....._p_) 2 ]-

G -G ;.. 2 
initial- oe 

put (48) into (50): 

?J A -A L 
ra(----N •. )[I-(...!....._p_)2 ]-

G -G qwdL Aw 2 
initial- oe 

and then we can simplify (51) even further: 
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21 -ik-,ip , L 
ra(--N,.)(l-(--)-J-

G -G qwdL ,t,., 2 
initial- oe 

ra(-1--N,, )[1-(-l,-JP )'JL 
G -G qwdL2 -i, 

initial- oe (52) 

The g is increased in (52), because the transparent carrier density N,,. is reduced 

by half. Compared to (47), the initial gain in (52) is increased as well. 

if we double SOA's cavity length, the initial carrier density is reduced by half: 

I 
Ninitial = 2qwdL (53) 

and the total gain becomes: 

G . . ' = G efginilia/2L 
urwal 0 (54) 

We can substitute (16) into (54), and get to following: 

(55) 

put (53) into (55): 

I -<.-).P ' 
ra(---N,.)[l-(--)']2L 

G. . . = G e 2qwdL ,!,. 
uuna/ 0 (56) 

and then we can simplify (56) even further: 
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I ,\k-,\p ' 
ra(---N,. )[l-(--)-]2L 

G G 2qwdL ,;.. 
initial= oe 

I .<k-.<p , 
fa(--2N.- l[H--t]L 

G -G qwdL ,;.. 
initial- oe (57) 

The g is reduced in (57), because the transparent carrier density N,,. is doubled. 

Compared to (47), the initial gain in (57) is reduced as well. 
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2.4.2 Gain Dependence on Injection Current 

As the injection current I is reduced, the gain goes down in a continuous way. 

This can be seen in the Figure 2-13. From the top to the bottom curves, the injection 

currents are 0.115A, O.llOA, and 0.105A respectively. When the current is lower than 

0.105A, the gain becomes negative, and this can be treated as loss. 
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Figure 2-13: The graphs for gain vs. input power, from the top to the bottom curves, 
the injection current I equals to 0.115A, O.llOA, and 0.105A 
respectively. 

This effect can be explained by using (45) and (47): 

I 
Ninitial = qwdL 
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I -ik-,\p , 
ra(--N ... )[l-(--J-J L 

G = G qwdL ,(,, 
initial ae 

It's apparent that if injection current is decreased, both initial carrier density and gain 

will be reduced. 

2.4.3 Gain Dependence on Confinement Factor 

As the confmement factor r is increased, the gain goes up in a continuous way. 

This can be seen in the Figure 2-14. From the top to the bottom curves, the 

confinement factors are 0.9, 0.85, and 0.8 respectively. 

~ 

~ ~ 15,r----+----+---~----~~--r----+~--~--~ 
~ 

~ 1Qr---~-----r----~----~----~~-T-----r----~ 

Figure 2-14: The graphs for gain vs. input power, from the top to the bottom curves, 
the confmement factor r equals to 0.9, 0.85, and 0.8 respectively. 
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This effect can be explained from theoretical aspect. Confinement factor r 

measures how much the optical field cross-sectional distribution is overlapped with 

the gain region. With high confinement factor, the gain region becomes more 

effective, and more photons will experience the gain in their propagation along the 

cavity, hence we obtain higher gain. 
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2.4.4 Gain Dependence on SRH Recombination Coefficient 

As the SRH recombination coefficient A is increased, the gain goes down in a 

continuous way. This can be seen in the Figure 2-15. From the top to the bottom 

curves, the SRH recombination coefficients are 2. 7 x 1 as Is , 2.8 x 1 as Is , and 

2.9 X 1 as Is respectively. 
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Figure 2-15: The graphs for gain vs. input power, from the top to the bottom curves, 
the SRH recombination coefficients are 2. 7 x 1 a8 Is 

2.8xla8 Is ,2.9xla8 Is respectively. 

This phenomenon can be explained as following: from the theoretical point of 

view, SRH recombination coefficient A is the carrier non-radiative recombination 

rate (its inverse is the carrier lifetime). As A increases, more carriers are consumed 
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per unit time through the non-radiative process that doesn't emit any photon. Under a 

fixed bias current, the carrier injection rate is fixed, if the carrier consumption rate on 

the non-radiative process is high, the available carriers on radiative process must be 

less. Therefore, we have lower stimulated emission rate, hence we have less gain. 

2.4.5 Gain Dependence on Modal Loss 

As the modal loss as is increased, the gain goes down in a continuous way. This 

can be seen in the Figure 2-16. From the top to the bottom curves, the modal loss is 

43/cm, 0.63/cm, and 6=83/cm, respectively. 
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Figure 2-16: The graphs for gain vs. input power, from the top to the bottom curves 
the modal loss are 43/cm, 0.63/cm, and 6=83/cm, respectively. 
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This occurrence is quite obvious as the net gain comes from the gain minus the 

optical loss. The gain comes from the interband electron-hole recombination. The 

optical loss comes from the free electron absorption in the cladding area outside of the 

active region and from the optical scattering at waveguide boundaries. As the modal 

loss as increases, the optical loss increases, both material gain and net gain will be 

reduced. 
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2.4.6 The Gain Dependence on Transparent Carrier Density 

As the transparent carrier density N
1
,. is increased, the gain goes down in a 

continuous way. This can be seen in the Figure 2-17. From the top to the bottom 

curves, the transparent carrier density is 1 x 1018 I cnl , 1.02 x 1018 I cm3 
, and 

1.04x1018 I cm3
, respectively. 
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Figure 2-17: The graphs for gain vs. input power, from the top to the bottom curves, 
transparent carrier densities are 1 x 1018 I cm3 

, 1.02 x 1018 I cm3 
, and 

1.04 x 1018 I cm3
, respectively. 

The above phenomenon can be explained as following: the material gain is 

proportional to the injected carrier density minus the transparent carrier density. For a 

fixed injection current, the total injected carrier is also fixed. If the transparent carrier 

density is higher, the material gain is certainly smaller due to the reduction on the net 

injection. We can also take the mathematical approach, based on (16) and (46). 
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as the N1,. increases, the material gain g decreases. Following (46): 

the total gain G will be decreased due to the increment of transparent carrier density 

Ntr' 
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Chapter 3 Modeling of PIN Photodetector 

3.1 Review of PIN Photodetector 

In the case ofphotodetector, a photon with an energy nw > Eg, the band gap 

energy, can release an electron from the valence band. In other words, a photon is 

annihilated to create an electron-hole pair. To facilitate photon absorption, we need 

more electrons in the valence band; this is achieved by reverse biasing P-N junction. 

Depletion Region 

N-type P-type 

Figure 3-1: A schematic view of P-N junction. 

A N-type material has free electrons moving around to in the lattice; similarly, a P

type material has holes. When a P-N junction is formed, electrons from n side diffuse 

across from the junction, and combine with holes from the other side. Similarly, holes 

from P-side also diffuse to the n-side, and combine with electrons. As a result, the 

junction area has no mobile carriers, since electrons and holes are locked into a 

covalent structure. This region is called the depletion region. 

When an external battery is connected to the P-N junction, with its positive 

terminal connected to theN-type material and its negative terminal connected to the 

P-type material, the junction is said to be reverse biased. As a result of reverse biasing, 

the width of the depletion region will increase on both N-side and P-side. 
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Vo 

P-type N-type 

..----w---• 

Figure 3-2: A P-N junction under reverse bias. 

The wider depletion region could be beneficial, since the amount of photons 

absorption can be enhanced. 

The working procedures of the reverse-biased P-N photodetector can be 

illustrated as Figure 3-2. The working procedures are [4]: 

1. P-N junction is illuminated on the P-side; 

2. Electron- hole pairs are created through absorption; 

3. Electrons and holes generated accelerate inside depletion region in opposite 
direction due to the large build-in electric field; 

4. Electrons and holes diffuse outside the depletion region. 

A reverse biased P-N junction consists of a region known as depletion region that 

is devoid of free charge carriers. When light falls on one side of a P-N junction, 

electrons absorb light and make a transition from valence band to conduction band, if 

the photon energy nw is greater than or equal to the band gape energy Eg . This is 

illustrated by Figure 3-3. 
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Conduction 
Region 

Region 

Figure 3-3: The schematic view of photon absorption between conduction band and 
valence band. 

This means electrons could move freely in the lattice. The absence of electrons in 

the valence band leads to a hole. Thus, if a photon is absorbed, an electron-hole pair is 

created. The electrons and holes generated inside the depletion region accelerate in 

the opposite directions due to the reverse bias. This gives rise of a current flow in an 

external circuit, and this current flow is known as photocurrent. 

Let the optical power incident on one side of the P-N junction be Fa. If the facets 

of semiconductor slab have anti-reflection coating, the incident optical power will not 

be reflected backwards. 
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I w I 

Po~ Po exp(-aW) 

Figure 3-4: The semiconductor slab with anti-reflection coating on the facets. 

The power transmitted through the depletion region of width W is 

~· =Po exp( -aW) (58) 

Where a is absorption coefficient. 

Optical power decreases exponentially due to the absorption. The optical power 

absorbed within the depletion region could be expressed as: 

~bs =Po-~,. =Po(l-exp(-aW)) (59) 

where Po is the optical input power at the left side of the depletion region, ~r is the 

output optical power at the right side of the depletion region, W is the width of the 

depletion region. 

Optical Energy 
We know that: = Number of photons 

liw 

N b f h 
. . Energy Power 

urn er o p otons per umt time= . = ---
tzme •nw nw 

Number of photon absorbed per unit time= ~bs 
nw 
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If a photon is absorbed, an electron-hole pair is generated. Therefore, the number of 

electrons generated per unit time is: 

N, : Number of electrons generated 

T : Time interval 

Since generated electrical current is: 

f= Neq 
T 

q : electron charge 

We can substitute (59) into (64): 

I = P,bsq = Po (1- exp( -aW))q 
hw hw 

The quantum efficiency is equal to: 

electron generated rate '7 =---...:::_ ____ _ 
photon incident rate 

Electron generated rate is equal to: Ne = !___ 
T q 

Number of photons incident in one side of p-n junction per unit time is equal to 

photon incident rate: 

Photon incident rate= Po 
hw 
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(69) 

We can obtain 17 = 1- exp( -aW) . If W is large, exp( -aW) :::::: 0 and lJ :::::: 1. In this 

case, most of photons incident photons are absorbed. Therefore, quantum efficiency is 

nearly 100%. When W is small, exp( -aW) :::::: 1-aW + O(W2
) 

For practical problem, one would like to know how much current is generated for the 

given incident power. Therefore, responsivity of a photodetector is defined as 

(70) 

It follows that R = TJq and I = ( lJq )Po. 
nw nw 

The bandwidth of a photodetector is determined by the speed with which it 

responds to vmiation in the incident optical power. If the incident optical power 

changes abruptly, as shown in the Figure 3-5, the electrical current builds up 

gradually. 
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~ 
I 

I 

I 

I 

Electrical 
current 

Figure 3-5: The electrical current builds up gradually, when optical power changes 
abruptly. 

The rise time r,. is defmed as the time over which the current builds up from 10% to 

90% of its fmal value and it given by: 

(71) 

Where r" is transit time, and r Rc is the time constant of an equivalent RC circuit. 

Transit time r
1
,. is the time taken by an electron to traverse the depletion region. If 

the W is the width of the depletion region and vd is the drifty velocity, the transit 

time is: 

(72) 

(73) 
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where RL is the external load resistance, Rs is the internal resistance, C P is the 

parasitic capacitance [ 4] .. 

For a photodetector, the bandwidth !:J.f is given by: !:J.f = 1 
(74) 

2rc(rtr +rRc) 

If the width of the depletion layer is large, we know that quantum efficiency 

increases, because more photons can be absorbed over a wider region. However, the 

transit time r" increases with the width of the depletion layer. Therefore, bandwidth 

/'if decreases. So, there is a trade-offbetween efficiency and bandwidth. 

In [ 4], it shows the wavelength dependence of the absorption coefficient a for 

several semiconductor materials. The wavelength A, at which the absorption 

coefficient a becomes zero is called the cut-off wavelength. If the incident 

wavelength A is greater than the A,, the photodetector will not absorb light. This is 

E 
because A> A, => frequency f < fc = -t;-, where Eg is the band gap energy. 
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Conduction 
Region 

Figure 3-6: The photon can not be absorbed due to inefficient energy. 

In this case, energy of the photon will not be adequate to excite an electron to 

conduction band, so such a photon will not be absorbed. 

To increase the quantum efficiency, it is desirable to increase the width W of the 

depletion region. This can be done by increasing a layer of undoped or slightly doped 

intrinsic semiconductor material between the P-N junction, such a photodetector is 

called PIN photodetector. In this structure, the depletion region extends throughout 

the 1-region, and its width W can be controlled by changing the middle i-layer 

thickness. The structure and electrical field of it is illustrated in Figure 3-7. The 1-

layer has high resistance, so that most of the voltage drops across it, and there is large 

electric field within the layer. As a result, depletion region extends through the I-

layer, and its width W could be controlled by changing the thickness of the 1- layer. 
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Figure 3-7: A PIN photodetector that the thickness of depletion region is W. 

The optimum choice of W depends on a compromise between speed, i.e. bandwidth 

and efficiency. 

1, Quantum efficiency increases when W increases, up to near 1 00%; 

2. Drift time (the most significant time for PIN) increases when W increases, this 
lowers the speed. 

3.2 Sinmlation of PIN Photodetector 

In our system, the essential functionality of PIN photodetector IS converting 

optical input power into electrical current through photoelectiical effect. We have 

discussed this property in the previous sections. In order to simplify our simulation 

process, we did not take the conventional PIN modeling approach and some 

phenomena are omitted for simplification. However, the much sin1pler current 

approach has been taken. 

The input optical power of PIN photodetector is Po, the responsivity of PIN 

photo detector is R , and the cuiTent generated by PIN photodetector is I P • A fraction 

of the contiibution to the electiic cuiTent is from a stream of elecu·ons generated at 
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random times. This leads to a noisy component in the current. When an optical signal 

of power Po falls on the photodetector, the current can be written as: 

(75) 

IP = RPa and IP is the deterministic part of the current. 

l. (t) is the noise component of the current due to short noise. 

Note that in the conventional PIN modeling, there are two kinds of noise currents 

involved, one is short noise current and the other is thermal noise current. Since we 

did not take thermal effect into our consideration, we omitted the thermal noise 

current in the modeling. 

The short noise current l.(t) is a random variable with zero mean. 

E [ l. (t) J = 0 , E stands for expectations (76) 

The variance of short noise current is CYs 2 = 2ql P~l, as is the standard deviation. 

The detailed derivations for short noise current variance as 2 can be found in Chapter. 

5. 

Since both mean and variance of short noise current can be derived, we can 

model l. (t) through a Gaussian distributed random number generator with 
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A simple PIN structure is used for simulation, which is illustrated in Figure. 3-8: 

P-type N-type 

Figure 3-8: A simplified structure of PIN photodetector. 

The following table lists all the parameters we used during the PIN photodetector 

simulation. 

variable Physical meaning Type Dimension Value 
R responsi vi ty constant dimensionless 0.7 

q Electron charge constant Coulomb 1.6e-19 

11/ The bandwidth constant Hz 1.8e9 

]
5
(f) Intermediate Ampere 

Short noise current variable (A) 

Fa Input optical power Intermediate Watt 
of PIN variable 

photodetector 
? Variance of short Intermediate (]'-s 

variable dimensionless noise current 

Ip Deterministic part Intermediate Ampere 
of the current. variable (A) 

Table 3: Parameters for the simulation of PIN photodetector. 

After the incident optical signal passes through SOA, as shown in Figure 2-6 and 

Figure 2-8, the optical signal power will be transformed to current by PIN 
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photodetector through photoelectrical effect. This is shown in Figure 3-9 and Figure 

3-10 respectively, which includes both detem1inistic cunent and short noise current. 
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Figure 3-9: The output cunent from PIN photodetector, when the output power from 
SOA is 11 mW. 
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Figure 3-10: The output current from PIN photodetector, when the output power from 
SOA is 13 mW. 
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Chapter 4 Modeling of Low Pass Filte 

4.1 Review ofldeal Low Pass Filter 

A low-pass filter (LPF) is a filter that passes low-frequency signals but attenuates 

(reduces the amplitude of) signals with frequencies higher than the cutoff frequency. 

An ideal LPF completely eliminated all frequencies above the cut-off frequency while 

passing those below unchanged. 

I 

0 Frequency fc 

Figure 4-1: The frequency response of ideal low-pass filter. The horizontal axis is 
frequency and the vertical axis is gain. 

The following is the transfer function for the ideal LPF in the frequency domain. 

111 s; fc 
I.~> .tc 

(77) 

Consider an ideal LPF, depicted in Figure 4-1. The ideal LPF is characterized by 

a gain of 1 for all frequencies below some cut-off frequency fc in normalized Hz, 

and a gain of 0 for all higher frequencies. The frequency response of ideal LPF is 

governed by (77). The impulse response of the ideal LPF is calculated as follow: 
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hid eat ( n) ~ D TFTn -I [ Hideat (f)] 

A 1 "fd ;wn{l =- we 
2tr 0 

-J< 

A 1 ~f' jwnd =- e w 
2tr _,, 

A 1 ( jw 11 -iW II) =-- e '-e ' 
2trjn 

~ sin(wcn) 

trn 

Where we = 2tr fc is the normalized cut-off frequency in radians per sample. 
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11 

Figure 4-2: The impulse response of ideal low pass filter. 

(78) 

Unfortunately, we cannot implement the ideal LPF in practice because its impulse 

response is infmitely long in time. Also note that it is non-causal. It cannot be shifted 

to make it causal because the impulse response extends all the way to time -oo . It is 
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clear we will have to accept some sort of compromise in the design of any practical 

LPF. Practical LPFs for real-time applications approximate the ideal filter by 

truncating and windowing the infinite impulse response to make a finite impulse 

response. 

4.2 Low Pass Filter Realization in Time-Domain through IIR-DSP 

Many applications in signal processing or conmmnication field require us to deal 

with the incoming signals in real-time; namely, the signal must be processed sample 

by sample in time domain rather than frame (a group of samples) by frame. A typical 

example is to build a digital filter in a way that the fast-varying components (high 

frequency components) in the signal will be dropped while the slow-varying 

components (low frequency components) will be reserved in their original form, i.e., 

we want to let the signal pass through a (frequency domain) LPF. Our problem can be 

illustrated as Figure. 4-3, 

x(t) 

----..,;•[ LPF: H(OJ) 

y(t) 

Figure 4-3: The schematic view of traditional LPF system. 

where x(t) denotes the incoming signal to be processed, y(t) denotes the demanded 

signal after the processing, t is the time variable, H(OJ) is a given frequency domain 

system transfer function which, in our particularly problem, can be specified by, for 

example, a standard 1st order low-pass filter: 
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where m = 21( is the angle frequency variable, m c = 27ifc is known as the cut-off 

angle frequency, as shown in Figure 4-4. 

1 

0 

V£(ro)J 
amplitude 

(!) 

(79) 

Figure 4-4: The frequency response of non-ideal LPF. The horizontal axis is angular 
frequency and the vertical axis is gain. 

It is trivial to build an algorithm to compute y(t) for specified H(m) and given 

x(t). If the "real-time" constraint is removed, as it is well-known that: 

y(t) = F-1{H(m)F[x(t)]} (80) 

where F and F-1 denote the Fomier and inverse Fourier transforms, respectively. 

However, this algorithm doesn't apply to our problem, as we have to wait until 

enough samples in time domain are collected to fonn a frame before the Fourier 

transform can be perfonned. 
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We also have a time domain direct convolving algorithm derived from (80): 

I 1-

y(f) = Jh(z-)x(t- z-)dz- + Jg(z-)y(t- z-)dz- (81) 
o 0+ 

where h(t) and g(t) are both related to the inverse Fourier transform of 

H(o;) ,known as the open loop and feedback impulse responses of the system, 

respectively. Here we also assume that the incoming signal x(t) starts from t = 0 . 

This algorithm is causal hence fits our real-time requirement as it only employs the 

current sample, the previous samples and the previous responses. Any future sample, 

any current or future responses at time > t is not used. 

Noting that we are actually dealing with a discrete signal with a uniform time 

domain sampling interval ~, (81) can only be implemented in the following form: 

M-l L 

y(t) = 2>kx(t -k~) + Ig1y(t -/~) (82) 
k=O 1=1 

Here is our problem: how to compute these hk 'sand g 1 's, 

k = 0,1,2, ... ,M -1,/ = 1,2, ... ,L,L::; M -1. 

Perform Fourier transform on both sides of (82) yields: 

M-l L 

F[y(t)] = IhkF[x(t-k~)]+ Ig,F[y(t-1~)] 
k~ ~l 

M-l L 
(83) 

=I hkejkMv F[x(t)] +I g1ejM<v F[y(t)] 
k=O l=l 

Or: 
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Taking inverse Fourier transform on both sides of (84) yields: 

M-1 

LhkejktJ.co 

y(t) =p-I { k=OL F[x(t)]} 
1- Lg,ejlt.co 

1=1 

By comparing (80) with (85), we have: 

M-l 
""'h ejk/:;oJ 
L.... k 

H(co) = --:.:.k=...::.oL __ _ 

1- Lg,ejl!J.cv 
1=1 

(84) 

(85) 

(86) 

Obviously, we are now looking for a best fit between the H(m) 's defined by the 

target form (79) and our model (86). With such extracted hk 's and g1 's, (82) can 

readily be used for the computation of y(t), or say, to implement the digital low-pass 

digital filter to obtain the desired signal. 

4.2.1 Approaches 

Conventional approaches based on FFT/IFFT are far from ideal. On one hand, the 

FFTIIFFT is constrained by the "real-time" requirement and thus is not applicable to 

our problem. On the other hand, a large number of nonzero hk 'sand g 1 'sis usually 

involved, leading to too much computation effort on (82) and complicating the 

implementation. 
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Therefore, a sophisticated fitting or optimization algorithm is highly demanded in 

the extracting of hk 's and g 1 's, namely, the weighting coefficients in (82). To be 

more specific, extracting the appropriate hk 'sand g1 's that enable our model to agree 

as closely as possible with the target form of the filter is a nonlinear least-squares 

problem, which can be formulated as seeking for the global minin1izer of the 

following least-squares function: 

(87) 

where H(m) is given in (79), M and L s M -l are given integers, (tJn = nD..co, D.. 

and ~o' are given real numbers known as the sampling intervals in time domain and 

frequency domain, respectively, nE[-N,N], N'2.M+L, hk 'sand g 1 's are 

complex numbers. 
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4.3 Simulation of Low Pass Filter 

The frequency response of LPF and phase of LPF are shown in Figure 4-5, and 

Figure 4-6 respectively. 

Frequency Responce of Low Pass Filter 
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Figure 4-5: The frequency response of low pass filter. 
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The Phase of Low Pass Filter In Frequency Domain 
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Figure 4-6: The phase oflow pass filter in frequency domain. 
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In order to reduce the short noise in the current to the minimum level, as shown in 

Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10, we pass the PIN photodetector current through LPF. The 

output current from LPF is shown in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 respectively. 

Output of Low Pass Filter 
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Figure 4-7: The output current from low pass filter, which corresponds to PIN current 
in the Figure 3-12. 
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Output of Low Pass Filter 
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Figure 4-8: The output current from low pass filter, which conesponds to PIN current 
in the Figure 3-13. 
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Chapter 5 Modeling and Simulation of Saturable Optical 
It 

Receiver for FTTH Networks 

So far we have been only considering photonic components, such as 

semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA), PIN photodetector, and low pass filter. In this 

chapter, we will consider both tradition optical receiver and proposed saturable optical 

receiver (SOR) for FTTH network. 

5.1 Review on Optical Receiver 

5 .1.1 Theoretical Model of Optical Receiver 

The main component of an optical receiver is a photodetector that converts light 

into electricity through the photoelectric effect. The photodetector is typically a 

semiconductor-based photodetector, such as PIN photodetector. 

The PIN photodetector is typically coupled with a amplifier to produce an 

amplified signal from the incoming optical signal, which may be attenuated and 

distorted by passing through the channel. Further signal processing such as clock 

recovery from data by a phase-locked loop may also be applied before the data is 

passed on. 
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Figure 5-l: Block diagram of a theoretical optical receiver. 

The Figure 5-1 shows the block diagram of a digital optical receiver. It has three 

sections: l.Front End 2.Linear Channel and 3.Data recovery. The front end consists of 

a reverse biased PIN photodetector. The PIN photodetector converts the optical bit 

stream into an electrical time varying signal. In some cases, the output of the 

photodetector passes through a pre-amplifier. 

The linear channel consists of a high gain amplifier followed by a low pass filter. 

To limit the average output voltage to fixed level irrespective of the incident optical 

power, the amplifier gain is controlled automatically using AGC (Automatic Gain 

Control). The low pass filter is used to truncate the noise spectrum. Since the variance 

of receiver noise is proportional to the receiver bandwidth, it's desirable to keep the 

band width of a low pass filter sufficiently low. However, the low pass filter truncates 

the signal spectrum too. The bandwidth of the low pass filter should be optimized, so 
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that the SNR is maximized as well. Usually SNR 1s maximized if the receiver 

bandwidth is roughly equal to the bit rate. 

The Data recovery section consists of a decision circuit and a clock recovery 

circuit. Suppose the bit pattern at the input end of a fiber-optic link is "I 011" as 

shown in Figure 5-7. Some of these maybe corrupted due to the noise added by the 

fiber-optic link or by the receiver. Suppose that the peak current at the receiver is 

1 OOmA, and the threshold current is SOmA. If the received current is more than SOmA 

at the sampling time (usually at the middle of the bit interval), the decision circuit 

interprets it as '1 ', othe!Wise the received bit is '0'. In the following figure, the second 

bit transmitted is '0', but because of the noise, the received current corresponding to 

that bit is more than the threshold current; therefore, decision circuit interprets it as 

'1' causing a bit error. The sampling time for the decision is provided by a clock, 

which is extracted from the received signal using a clock recovery circuit. 

P(l~ P(l~ I(<)~ 
" ' (\ ' •lr--F-ib~-~~-pti--,o I I ( \. I •I Rocci,. I I, I ( ---·---·--------·--- 1: I 

Input Optical Output Optical Elccttical Signal 
Signal Signal 

Figure 5-2: The schematic view of fiber-optic link with noise component. 

5 .1.2 Optical Receiver Noise 

Optical signal is converted into electrical current by optical receiver. A fraction of 

electric current generated from optical receiver is from a stream of electrons generated 
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at random times. This leads to a noisy component in the current. This nmsy 

component is called short noise, and the current due to this noise is called short noise. 

As the temperature increases, electrons move faster and therefore electrical current 

increases. However, the mean value of the current is zero, because there are as many 

electrons moving in one direction as there are in another on the average. Because of 

the random motion of electrons, the resulting current is noisy and is called thermal 

noise. The current due to thermal noise is called thermal noise current, 

IP is the deterministic part of the current. 

Is (t) is the noise component of the current due to short noise. 

Ir(t) is the noise component of the current due to thermal noise 

(88) 

In order to simplify our study on the optical receiver, we did not take thermal 

noise into consideration, and also omitted the thermal noise current. After an optical 

signal of power Po falls on the photodetector, the current can be written as: 

(89) 

(90) 

The short noise current IJt) is a random variable with zero mean, E[ Is (t) J = 0, and 

E stands for expectations 

The average noise power associated with shot noise is Ns = E[ ( Is(t) f ]RL = O"s
2 RL. 

Where as is the standard deviation and RL is the load resistor. The signal power 

(deterministic part) is given by S =I P 
2 RL = ( RPa )2 RL . 
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The short noise is a white noise and its power spectral density is constant. It is given 

by PSDs = q!PRL where q is electron charge. 

PSDs(f) 

t 

f 

Figure 5-3: The power spectral density of short noise ( PSDs ). 

For simplicity, let us assume that receiver is an ideal low pass filter with one-sided 

bandwidth 4f . 

is(t) 

---7 

PSDs(f) 

H(j) 

Figure 5-4: The power spectral densities at both input and output end of ideal LPF. 

The short noise generated in the photodetector passed through the rest of the 

receiver circuit. Based on Figure 5-4, the average noise power at the output ofthe 

receiver is: 

+oo -kt"; 

Ns = f PSDow(f)df = f PSDs(f)jH(f)j
2 
df 

(91) 

+oo 

= ql PRL JjH(/)j2 
df = 2ql PRLflj =a/ RL 
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(92) 

5.1.3 The Simplified Model for Optical Receiver 

Input .1'\_ P-I-N Low Pass 
I v photodetector Filter 

Output 

Figure 5-5: The schematic view of simplified optical receiver. 

Due to the complexity of theoretical optical receiver, we proposed a simplified 

version of optical receiver. There are only two components in this simplified structure, 

one is PIN photodetector, and the other is low pass filter. We have modeled and 

simulated these devices in the previous chapters respectively. After the optical signal 

gets amplified by SOA, it goes through the optic fiber and becomes the input of PIN 

photodetector. Because of the photoelectrical effect of photodetector, the optic signal 

becomes electrical signal with short noise. After the electrical signal passes through 

the low pass filter, the high frequency noise in the electrical signal will be 

dramatically reduced. Since this LPF is not an ideal filter, acceptable delay and 

certain attenuation is inevitable. 
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5.2 Proposed Saturable Optical Receiver (SOR) for FTTH Network 

Even though place repeaters in the system can effectively overcome signal 

attenuation, optical signal still loses its energy due to other factors, such as fiber 

absorption, signal dispersion and noise interference. As the transmission distance 

becomes longer, the signal becomes weaker and more distorted. In order to stabilize 

the signal strength and increase system efficiency of PON, we coupled a 

semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) in front of PIN photodietector, which located 

at the end users' ONT. An optical filter is generally used to between SOA and 

receiver to filter out parts of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) outside the 

spectrum of optical signal [36]. However, we omitted optical filter in our paper. This 

is shown in Figure 5-6. 

Optical Electrical 
Input Output Saturable 

P-I-N Low Pass 
~ Semiconductor 

I 
photodetector ---+ Filter -v Optical 

Amplifier 

Figure 5-6: The proposed saturable optical receiver (SOR) for FTTH network. 

In the real world, tens to a few hundreds of customers may have to share a single 

fiber-optic transmission system. Because these equipments, such as transmitters and 

amplifiers, remains too expensive to install all the way to each single home, at least 

for present services. For Customers located at variable distances from the 

transmission station, they will receive signals at different strengths, because signal 

strength is reversibly proportional to the transmission dista1lce. The special gain 
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property of SOA comes in handy in this case, because the gain of SOA is self

adjusted according to the input optical power. In other words, if the power of input 

optical signal is too high, the SOA will barely amplify the optical signal; in the 

contrary, if the power of the input optical signal is too low, the SOA will amplify the 

input signal instead. After the signal passes through SOA, PIN photodetector converts 

optical signal into electrical signal through photoelectrical effect. The high frequency 

noise in the electrical current can be reduced by passing through low pass filter (LPF) 

afterwards. 

5.3 Simulation Results 

During the sinmlation, we used randomly generated return-to-zero rectangular 

waveforn1. As shown in Figure 5-7, the incident power is 0.1 mW, which 

approximately correspond to -10 dBm in the horizontal axis of Figure 2-5. The data 

rate is 1 Gbit/s, and the total time duration is 127 ns. After the optical signal 

propagates through SOA, the output waveform is shown is Figure 5-8. The output 

power ofSOA is approximately equals to 10 mW. 
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Figure 5-7: The schematic view of return-to-zero input wavefom1 when the incident 
power equals to 0.1 mW. 
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Figure 5-8: The schematic view of retum-to-zero output wavefom1 when the incident 
power equals to 0.1 mW. 

After the incident optical signal passes through SOA, as shown in Figure 5-8, the 

optical signal power will be transfonned to current by PIN photodetector through 

photo electrical effect. This is shown in Figure 5-9, which includes both deterministic 

current and short noise current. 
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Output of PIN 
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Figure 5-9: The output cuJTent from PIN photodetector, when the output power from 
SOA is 10 mW. This Figure includes both detenninistic current and short 
noise current. 

In order to reduce the short noise to the minimum level, as shown in Figure 5-9, 

we pass the PIN photodetector current through LPF. The output cunent from LPF is 

shown in Figure 5-l 0. 
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Figure 5-l 0: The output current from low pass filter, which corresponds to PIN 
cun·ent in the Figure 5-9. 

During the second simulation, we set the incident power equals to 1mW, which 

approximately conespond to 0 dBm in the horizontal axis of Figure 2-5. The data rate 

is still 1 Gbit/s, and the total time duration is 12 7 ns. This is shown in Figure 5-11. 

After the optical signal propagates through SOA, the output waveform is shown is 

Figure 5-12. The output power is approximately equals to 12 mW. After the 

photoelectric effect, the PIN current is shown in Figure 5-13. The output current from 

LPF after noise reduction is shown in Figure 5-14. 
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Figure 5-11: The schematic v1ew of return-to-zero input waveform when the incident 
power equals to 1 mW. 
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Figure 5-12: The schematic view of return-to-zero output waveform when the incident 
power equals to 1 mW. 
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Figure 5-13: The output current from PIN photodetector, when the output power from 
SOA approximately equals to 12 mW. This figme includes both 
deterministic current and short noise current. 
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Figure 5-14: The output current from low pass filter, which corresponds to PIN 
current in the Figure 5-13 . 

5.4 Comparisons 

In Chapter 2, we simulated SOA when the input powers are 3.163 m w· and 

0.3163 m W. The results were shown in Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-9 respectively. In this 

Chapter, when the input powers of SOA are 0.1mW and 1 mW, the output powers 

from SOA are shown in Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-12 respectively. In order to make 

better illustration of SOA' s gain property, we summarized these results as following: 
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Figure 5-15: The schematic view of different input powers of SO A. 

Even though the inputs powers of SOA are significantly different from each other, 

the output powers are almost non-changed. This is shown in Figure 5-16. 
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Figure 5-16: The schematic view of different output powers of SOA, which are 
correspond to Figure 5-15. 

The incident power 3.163 m W is thirty times bigger than 0.1 m W at the input 

ofSOA; however, based on the Figure 5-16, the maximum difference between output 

powers are 0.003 mW, which is certainly negligible. This gain property of SOA can 

be utilized at the receiver end of FTTH network, which would definitely increase the 

stability of optical signals at subscribers' optical network terminal (OPT). 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Work 

Numerical models considering the interaction among the carriers, the 

multichannel optical signal fields and the spontaneous emission noise in the SOA are 

necessary for accurate description of the underlying physics for the operation of such 

devices [14). In this respect, the time-domain traveling wave models have been 

applied and validated in the modeling and simulation of SOA [ 14]. Different from the 

laser diodes (LDs) that operate in a narrow spectral range, the SOAs have to be 

described in a broad wavelength band as the multi-channel signals may spread over 

the entire gain spectrum where spontaneous noise is also emitted and coupled into the 

signal [14). For this purpose, a comprehensive model is developed in a self-consistent 

fashion. By solving the broad-band time-domain traveling wave model, we examined 

the performance of typical SOAs with respect to a variety of operation and design 

parameters [ 14]. In our model, the spontaneous emission noise was generated by 

random sources over the entire spectrum and is coupled to the signal channels in a 

self-consistent manner [ 14). Our model also incorporated the gain dynamics as the 

material gain is updated at each time step [ 14]. This would be necessary since the 

carrier density changes locally therefore make the gain changes at each time step, and 

this, in turn, affects the spontaneous noise generation [14]. 

In order to solving this broad-band time-domain traveling wave model efficiently, 

we have described 13 essential steps of the deviation of an efficient numerical solver 

of SOAs. Although the described numerical solver gives an accurate description of 

the device, including propagation effects especially important when SOAs operate 

under saturation, it does not require long computational times, because it is based on 

the solution of a set of ordinary differential equations [27]. Furthermore, since the 
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device description is based on input-output relations, the simulator is ready to be 

inserted into more general modular simulators of optical transmission systems [27]. 

These features make the numerical model developed a useful tool for the optimization 

and evaluation of the performance of SO As inserted into a real transmission systems 

[27]. 

There are several different architectures for the implementation of FTTH network. 

The architecture of FTTH network we used in our paper is called Home Run Fiber, 

and is shown in Figure 6-1. It has a dedicated fiber that is deployed all the way from 

the central transmission station to each subscriber premise [ 1]. In addition, this 

architecture requires one ONT port per home. 

In the Home Run Fiber, multiple users located at variable distances from the 

central transmission station, the signals will reach users at variable strengths. If a user 

locates very close to the transmission station, the signal will be too strong for the user, 

and cause unnecessary bandwidth waste. On the other hand, the user located far away 

from the transmitter will receive weaker and more distorted signal. This is shown in 

the Figure 6-1. I.e. user 1 locates further from the station than user 2. Since both 

output signals come from the same transmission station, they approximately have the 

same signal strengths when they leave the station. However, after both signals pass 

through optical fibers and get to their designated users respectively, output signal 1 

will become much weaker and distorted than output signal 2. 
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Figure 6-1: Simplified schematic diagram of FTTH network. 

The signal stability of the FTTH network at the customer premises has been 

largely limited by the above drawback. We proposed an effective solution for this 

issue with detailed simulation. The proposed solution is that we can couple a SOA 

directly with PIN photodetector at each ONT (subscriber node). When the weakened 

and distorted signal reaches the ONT, the SOA amplifies the optical signal first. 

Before the optical signals can be properly accepted by the customers, they have to be 

converted back to the electrical currents by passing through PIN photodetector. Since 

high frequency noise component have already mixed into the signals during the 

transmission, the converted currents have to pass through a LPF in order to keep the 

effect of noise at a minimum level. 

In reality, people around the world have quickly recognized the beneficial of 

FTTH teclmology as they look to next-generation networks for faster internet and 

more robust video services. Globally, 2007 was the best year yet in tenns of numbers 
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of new subscribers to FTTH services, where a total of nearly 6 million new FTTH 

households were added [3 7]. The distribution of FTTH networks around the world is 

shown in Figure 6-2: [37] 

Economies with the Highest Penetration of Fiber·to·the·Home I Building+LAN 

• 
Economies where majority architecture. 
Is Flberwtowthe-Home 

• 
Economies where majority architecture 
is Flbet~to .. the•Bulldlng+LAN 

Figure 6-2: Countries where more than one percent of households are connected 
directly into high speed fiber optic networks. 

Although the number of countries where fiber to the home connections are 

showing significant gains in the broadband services market continues to expand, A 

number of difficulties in this application still have to be overcome. In our paper, we 

only proposed one possible solution for the enhancement of signal stability at the 

ONT. Other drawbacks, such as high cost for construction and low system reliability 

between premises and indoor lines, are still up against higher market distribution. 

FTTH as a newly developed technology is still in the distribution process, it has 

been matured in both technical and economical aspects during the past several years 

[ 1] . The consumer benefits of FTTH continue to be so significant and the 
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technological innovations are so impressive that they are a vital element of our 

broadband future [37]. 
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